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from The Monthly Review: IN his Imaginary Conversations of
Literary Men and Statesmen, Mr. Landor established his right to
the title of the English Literary Dramatist. That work displayed
no ordinary acquaintance with the great men of antiquity no
ordinary enthusiasm and fidelity in personating their characters
and feelings, by turns humorous, tender, quaint, or lofty, as the
subject required. Without caricature, and without effort, he
seemed to place himself in the situation of the individuals
represented, and to utter the very words, and suggest the very
sentiments which they themselves would or must have done. It
was also well observed of that work, that the author succeeded
best when going far back into antiquity, and that according to
the distance which the object or character contemplated stood
from him, so did his views expand, and the more worthy did he
become of the admirable models supposed to he imitated,
Accordingly, we remember, that his dialogue between Pericles
and Sophocles was one of the happiest efforts which his
Conversations presented. It is therefore...
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad
and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Mer r itt K ilba ck II--  Mer r itt K ilba ck II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again
later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
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